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Dark Flux

Computes the indirect annihilation spectrum for
generic models with DM annihilations to
multiple final state particles

● Currently handles total photon flux of  2-2
processes where DM annihilates to SM
particles consistant with symmetries

         ll,qq,gg,WW,ZZ,gg, Zg,Zh,hh



  



  

Stacked analysis of Dwarf Galaxies with 15
highest J factors

Photon Flux is computed with scanned mass
points and bound is calculated

 



  



  



  

Example of  effect of varying DM
annihilationfraction

Spin 1 simplified moel completion
 Thermal annihilation rate

From 1606.04138



  

Input standard UFO file format

Scans DM masses to compute and plot
annihilation fractions with options for mass step
size

Uses stack of 15 Dwarf galaxies with highest J
factors to compute flux for each DM mass and
finds limit



  



  



  



  

run_inputs.dat



  

Option to change model parameters

For example setvarious couplings to mediators



  

outputs

● results.txt contains table of annihilation rates
and flux bins for a given dark matter mass

● xsec_limits.dat contains a table of xsec vs DM
mass

● xsecbymass.pdf plot of xsec limit vs. mass
● spectrabymass.pdf plot of total flux vs energy

for each DM mass
● ratebymass.pdf plot of annihilation fraction vs.

DM mass for each channel



  

results.txt

DM mass

Total thermal average rate

partial annihilation rates

Bin range and flux



  

xsec_limits.dat

DM mass

limit on  xsec



  



  

https://github.com/carpenterphysics/DarkFlux



  

Conclusions

Next Generation Models have complex
annihilation spectra

DarkFlux inputs user genrated models and
outputs data on annihilation spectrum including
plots of partial annihilation rates, binned photon
flux spectrum, computaion of DM mass limit
from Fermi Dwarf Galaxy analyses

More capabilities soon
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